
Two Owls §

32
count

Riverside Cottages §

32
count

Secure online ordering - www.janetgranger.co.uk 1720 See our FREE online tutorials at www.janetgranger.co.uk/tutorials/

Pole screen kits

The kits includes 32 count for the top row
and 40 count silk gauze for the bottom four
(“4 seasons”), colour block chart and
detailed instructions, Anchor stranded
cotton, a suitable needle and high quality
mahogany pole screen pieces, which are
simple to put together with wood glue. The
pole screen can be finished with wax polish
(available separately - see page 9). All of
these designs co-ordinate with other items.

 Stand: 4¾ ins high
Screen: 1½ ins diameter.

Kit price: £20.95

Kit price: £13.95

Table Runner kits

Dining tables and sideboards always look better with
something prettily stitched to decorate them! How
about making these gorgeous runners, which come
in several shapes and sizes.

These table runners are to be stitched on 32 count
silk gauze. The kits contain stranded cotton, a
generous piece of silk gauze, clear instructions and
stitch diagrams, a suitable needle and a colour block
chart to count the design from. See the individual
products for the dimensions.

As the silk gauze is to be trimmed close to the
stitching when finishing it, I recommend sealing the
edges first, using Fray Check or a similar fabric glue.

Table Centre kits

This table centre is to be stitched on 32 count silk gauze. The kits contain stranded cotton, a
generous piece of silk gauze, clear instructions and stitch diagrams, a suitable needle and a
colour block chart to count the design from.
As the silk gauze is to be trimmed close to the stitching when finishing it, I recommend sealing
the edges first, using Fray Check or a similar fabric glue.

Summer Roses §
3 1/2 long x 7/8 inch wide (8.9 x 2.2 cm)

Crinoline Lady §
3 7/8 long x 1 3/8

inch wide
(9.8 x 3.5 cm)

Christmas Candles §
3 5/8 long x 1 inch
wide (9.2 x 2.6 cm)

Christmas Candles §
1 3/8 inches diameter

(3.3cm)

Kit price: £9.95

The pictures of each pole
screen show a close-up

of the actual design.

Spring Flowers §

40
count

Summer Roses §

40
count

Autumn Harvest §

40
count

Winter §

40
count

Moghul Poppies §

32
count


